As the second wave of COVID-19 begins to sweep the country, more and more concerns are being raised about the potential for an outbreak on Duquesne’s campus. Part of Duquesne University’s mission to stop the spread of COVID-19 is to place these contact-traced students in quarantine, and the university had to look off campus for help.

On Duquesne’s COVID-19 information website, readers can find a daily report of cases by isolation and quarantine status: one of which is “Currently in Quarantine Hotel, today” with a number listed below.

This quarantine hotel, the Holiday Inn Express, can be found right off of the 10th Street Bridge in Pittsburgh’s South Side neighborhood, and started housing contact-traced students back on August 24. Currently, the hotel is unavailable to the public, as their booking website is closed off for the entire month of October and November; moreover, calls to the hotel to book a reservation only result in a “we’re booked for that weekend.”

Within the hotel’s closed doors are 59 quarantined students (at the time of publication) as well as hotel staff and Duquesne staff. Duquesne staff members declined an interview, saying they “are not disclosing any information as of now.”

However, Duquesne’s Vice President for Marketing and Communications, Gabriel Welsh, explained that the full working at the hotel is assigned through Residence Life: a Resident Director and Assistant Resident Director. Along with these professionals picked because they “understand the specific needs and conditions of student life,” the hotel’s manager, cleaning staff, and desk staff all still work at the hotel.

Shawn Jones, a junior and offensive lineman for Duquesne’s football team, departed for the hotel on Oct. 3 along with other players who live on campus, after cases began popping up within the team.

“We found out from our coaches,” Jones said. “There were rumors that kids had COVID, and people kept disappearing off lifts. Then we were told to quarantine in our rooms.”

Currently, students who test positive for COVID-19 on campus are required to isolate in distinct rooms on an isolation wing. The first floor of Towers is being used for this purpose. At the time of publication, the isolation wing housed 10 students.

But the on-campus quarantine rooms didn’t last long: after Jones was given a rapid test and confirmed negative, he was sent to the Holiday Inn Express by shuttle. Jones was given enough time to pack school supplies, as well as two weeks worth of clothes before taking off.

Students are assigned a room, and cleaning supplies are placed in each room for the students to use. The hotel staff does not clean the student rooms. Students are also able to do laundry in the hotel’s laundry room.

Since students are confirmed negative through the rapid test, they are able to leave rooms and to go to the lobby to grab breakfast, lunch and dinner — provided by Parkhurst.

“We also get an hour per day to go outside and maybe get some food. We have a 10 p.m. curfew, so we’re not allowed to leave after then,” Jones said.

“I have other friends here, and we’re allowed to have quick visits: obviously socially distanced and with masks on.”

But with only a rapid test and no official lab results, the accuracy of the tests can easily be called into question.

Despite Jones’s positive outlook on the experience, sophomore RJ Enders felt very differently.

About two weeks ago, Enders’ friend, who asked not to be named, felt sick and tested positive for COVID-19. But after testing positive, she contacted students she had in-person contact with, making them aware of her diagnosis.

“I was actually kind of terrified,” Enders said. “I had been around my grandparents the following day without knowing she had it yet. I was really scared for them because you hear a bunch of horror stories.”

But after talking to one of Duquesne’s contact tracers, Enders felt a bit more comfortable with his incoming rapid test results, but not what was to come after.

“It was kind of a blind experience. I was on the phone that entire day, and it was hard to find answers as to what was going to happen,” Enders said. “I kept talking to Health Services, asking them questions. I mean, we didn’t even know where we were actually going. We didn’t know the difference between isolation in the hotel and isolation in Towers. I didn’t even know what I needed; did I need towels for the shower? Did I need a pillow? It was kind of a guessing game; they weren’t as prepared as I thought.”

After staying in the hotel for 11 days, Enders had to call Health Services and was asked a series of questions regarding his health while in the hotel, including whether or not he was showing symptoms or feeling sick during his stay. After questioning, the health professional sent a clearance letter to Residence Life, and to Enders’ health portal.

This past Sunday, Enders packed up his things and headed back to his dorm on Duquesne’s campus.

“I understand where they’re coming from, but then again it felt it was almost pointless the way they handled it,” Enders said. “As for students, make sure to listen to the protocols that are in place right now, because going to the hotel is not a fun experience. You want to hang out with your friends and go to classes, so just listen to the guidelines.”

An inside look at Duq’s Quarantine Hotel

The Holiday Inn Express just off the 10th St. Bridge is now home to Duquesne students who are required to quarantine due to potential exposure to COVID-19.
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@theduquesneduke

Spring 2021 calendar announced

COLLEEN HAMMOND
news editor

After a semester full of uncertainties, there are even more changes in the horizon for the Duquesne community.

On Monday, Duquesne University administration announced new adjustments to the Spring 2021 semester schedule. This comes less than a week after an incorrect schedule was posted to the university website by mistake last Wednesday, an error that caused confusion and speculation among students and faculty.

While the semester was initially supposed to begin on Jan. 7, 2021, the new start date has been pushed back to January 21.

In moving the date forward, the university seeks to ensure that students have time to spend with family and friends over the holiday break and then are able to quarantine at home as a safety measure prior to arriving at Duquesne, said the unsigned announcement sent to students.

However, the announcement did not specify if students will be required to complete a standard 14-day quarantine before returning to campus or how they will enforce such a policy, should one be instituted.

In addition, the university has chosen to eliminate spring break for the coming semester “in order to prevent potential spread of the coronavirus due to travel typically associated with breaks,” said the statement.

“The measures described above are being taken to optimize safety and ensure the ability for students to make academic progress despite the challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic,” said the statement.

The university’s new final exam period on this plan, which was not mentioned in the early draft posted by mistake, mentioned new “Virtual J-term.” These online, crash style, non-credit courses will be available from Jan. 7-20.
**COLLEEN HAMMOND**
news editor

Last Thursday, almost three months after the Duquesne’s Black Student Union published a list of formal demands, President Ken Gormley issued a response in the form of an open letter to BSU emailed to all students.

On July 27, Duquesne’s Black Student Union (BSU), in accord with a dozen other minority organizations on campus, published a document addressed to President Gormley and university administration detailing the specific changes needed to accommodate the unique struggles of minority, and specifically, Black students.

“I've found it to be a useful complement to the issues on which my leadership team already has been focused, and it has helped sharpen our sense of direction,” Gormley said in his letter.

Members of the BSU crafted this extensive 12 page document that outlines “a series of action plans designed to enhance and establish a more diverse and inclusive atmosphere for all students, more specifically the Black students, at Duquesne University.”

Gormley then outlined some of the many steps Duquesne is taking as a university community to combat racism and make campus a more equitable space for all students, including the university’s first “Action Plan for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.”

“The action plan’s task forces will involve a broad swath of university faculty, staff and students as well as any necessary and relevant outside expertise to help Duquesne confront racism, discrimination and any other kinds of racial inequalities in our community,” Gormley said.

Gormley noted in previous statements that he and his administrative team approached crafting this “action plan” in a similar manner to how they approached the “Master Plan” that outlined new protocols for students for the fall 2020 semester.

In addition to the action plan, Gormley instituted the President’s Advisory Council for Diversity and Inclusion back in 2018. Despite the university’s best efforts, members of BSU, and their accompanying organizations, felt this still was not enough to ensure the safety, equity and equality of all students.

In his letter, Gormley addressed these areas of needed improvement, specifically in BSU’s desire for increased accountability for students, faculty and staff who commit acts of racism, including less recognizable micro-aggressions.

“The action plan approach itself sets an expectation for accountability. It will produce a public plan and statement of our intent, and the work we'll undertake will identify how such accountability is developed and achieved,” Gormley said.

In their initial statement, BSU demanded university administration create an anonymous system for reporting acts of racism and discrimination on campus. Although Gormley stated his intention for increased accountability, he did not specify if this is a change the university will be adopting and implementing.

“We currently are reviewing the disciplinary processes and procedures for discrimination as well as options for our reporting system. However, while accountability and reporting are important, the system must also make it possible for educational and restorative work to occur,” Gormley said.

Additionally, Gormley announced the introduction of the “Bias Response Team,” (BRT) a non-conduct based campus team that will address a number of the demands in the BSU’s letter.

While many of BSU requests were not directly addressed, Gormley re-affirmed campus’s commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion.

“Hearing or reading about students being routinely excluded from activities, bearing the impact of insensitive or hostile acts and communications, or feeling their organizations are viewed as secondary or ‘less than’ others is a clear indicator that our communications and practices need to improve,” Gormley said.

**COVID-19 Update: Almost 100 students quarantined at home**

**Duquesne COVID-19 Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Lab Confirmed Cases Today</th>
<th>Suspected Cases Today</th>
<th>Currently Isolated on Campus Today</th>
<th>Currently Isolated at Home Today</th>
<th>Currently Quarantined in Hotel Today</th>
<th>Currently Quarantined at Home Today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/13/2020</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More information on COVID-19 prevention and treatment can be found at duq.edu/covid or at cdc.gov.

**Duquesne COVID-19 Data**

- Total number of confirmed cumulative cases: 61
- Total number of suspected cumulative cases: 47
- Total number of students isolated on campus over time: 46
- Total number of students quarantined on campus over time: 106
- Total number of employees currently under isolation for covid-19 (Reported to DU HR): 0
- Total cumulative number of employees under isolation for covid-19 (Reported to DU HR): 4

Scan here for latest Covid Data

In a season of cancellations and postponements, Duquesne’s new College of Osteopathic Medicine remains on track to open in 2024 at 1525 Forbes Ave. Duquesne provost David Dau- say, along with founding dean of the College of Medicine John M. Kaufman Jr., held an update of the college’s progress on Friday, Oct. 9. The college will be Duquesne’s first new college in over 20 years, and the first Catholic medical school in Pennsylvania.

“Duquesne sets a high bar to be with and, we expect the School of Medicine to be no different,” Kaufman said.

“The school is currently in applicant status — the first stage in the process to become fully acclad- iated,” Kaufman said. “The earliest they can enter the next phase, candidate status, is the summer of 2021. Summer 2023 is the earliest they can enter pre-accreditation status.”

Dausey said that the College of Medicine “fits squarely” with Duquesne’s mission statement and the idea to educate the body, mind and spirit. It also allows Duquesne to expand their work in urban and rural underserved areas and communities throughout western Pennsylvania.

“The opportunity of being in an urban setting is very exciting for me,” Kaufman said. “I was in a rural setting in North Carolina and we did a lot of work with migrant farmworkers, but I’m very excited at this time to really be working in urban and rural areas.”

A New Castle native, Kaufman said that the college will matriculate its first class of 75 students in August 2024; with 112 students the next year, 150 students the next two years and then 162 students in the fifth year.

He also went through the blueprint of the 80,000 square-foot building — with more than 12,000 square feet of classroom space, and more than 20,000 square feet of space for anatomy labs, simulation exam rooms and virtual reality studies.

“We’ve also spent a lot of time focusing on helping marginalized populations and particularly those that lack access to care, and our goal is to train students who are go- ing to be serving leaders in the field of health care,” Dausey said.

“We want to extend that to medicine, and we also want to add medicine to interprofessional training that we do at Duquesne, so that we can augment our interprofessional training opportunities.”
Duquesne University's Writing Center is still working to improve students' writing — this time, it's just that the students are 15 years younger.

In a new initiative, the University Writing Center has partnered with the Center for Community Engaged Teaching and Research (CETR) and the English department to offer writing instruction, tutoring and workshops with ACH Clear Pathways, an arts non-profit located in the Hill District.

“Clients that we are working with...” said Jim Purdy, director of the University Writing Center. “It’s an area we haven’t worked with, and hands on the things they are doing. Getting to work with this population is fun, and we’re taking the work of the Writing Center into the community.

Purdy said that there are about 15-20 students in the Smiley Cohort, and Duquesne students work with about three or four students per session. They work with the with other literary activities, such as spoken word poetry and rap.

A project that’s been years in the making, Purdy noted that the initiative offers students the opportunity to apply what they’re learning, and to be part of what it means to be living the Duquesne mission.

“It’s important for the community to see what Duquesne is doing, Purdy said. “It shows how students in the Hill District and Duquesne students can benefit from each other, and shows that the work we do not only benefits Duquesne students, but also the community. They have something to offer Duquesne, as well.”

Kilei Staruch-Paikai, a senior English major and intern at the Writing Center, said that while the cohort’s age obviously sets them apart from college students, everyone has “the capacity to grow as learners and writers.”

“I learn just as much from these students as they do from me,” Staruch-Paikai said. “We shouldn’t ever underestimate the wisdom that comes from young minds.”

For Duquesne graduate student Megan Williams, the opportunity provided her with two things that she wanted — a job, and the chance to get involved in the community.

“It’s an enjoyable job,” Williams said. “It’s providing us a way to work with students who aren’t thinking of going in. We help them with self-expression, spoken expression, literary skills and understanding of writing yourself clearly — it’s invaluable.

As someone who has done work in a college writing center before, Williams said that it’s unique for

Employees at Duquesne’s Writing Center are working with students in the Hill District to mentor them and improve their writing skills.
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OPINIONS

Are fair trade products actually a fair deal for the people who produce them?

From avocados and bananas to cocoa and blueberries, the fair trade market continues to experience substantial growth as an increasing number of consumers search for ways to support the hardworking families who struggle to make ends meet in underdeveloped countries. The Fair Trade initiative is a global movement with the mission of eliminating poverty by ensuring that fair labourers across the world receive fair and just prices for the products they produce. By establishing a price floor and premium for products, producers receive stable flows of income that were otherwise unknown, as well as additional funds that can be invested to grow operations. In addition, a fair trade system provides unprecedented access to international markets, and in turn, the ability to reach a wider range of consumers.

At first glance, the concept of fair trade appears to be a feasible method for improving the lives of poverty-stricken farmers. However, the theory is flawed as the truth of the matter is that they do not realize much, if any, of the intended transfer of wealth. The rationale is rather simple: For the system to function properly, two equally important events must occur. First, individuals must be willing to incur a higher price for the goods. Secondly, the price premium must find its way to the desired party — the farmers and workers scrambling to put food on the table. According to the study “Fair Trade and Fair Enough: Can A Disequilibrium Market Serve as a Development Tool?”, the unfortunate reality is that, on average, only 20% of consumers are willing to pay the price premium. In addition, even when consumers choose to incur the additional expense, producers receive only $50 to $100 of every $1.

This phenomenon is attributable to the hefty cost of middlemen that small scale producers must bear to have their products stamped with the Fair Trade label. Lasting between six and nine months, the rigorous certification process incurs considerable financial strain as total returns from selling certified goods diminish quickly for the farmers and workers.

What’s more, due to the lack of regulation and control concerning the amount of certified output, these returns are further diminished by the enabling of arbitrage that arises from the costly over-certification of supply.

As a result, with the accumulation of unexpected costs nullifying any increase in sales, there is no real incentive to become free trade certified, especially considering that doing so can potentially lead to a decline in revenues and profits — the exact opposite of the stable income that was promised.

In fact, within the past decade, numerous farmers and low income producers reported that they actually received a higher percentage of profit from selling goods that are not fair trade certified.

The overwhelming evidence clearly indicates that achieving fair trade status does not guarantee an equitable playing field for those in impoverished communities and tribes — people who are also deserving of a sustainable way of life.

For those seeking to make a difference by supporting marginalized farmers and workers in developing areas of the world, it is more important than ever to research the fair trade products that you purchase to ensure the premium price is benefiting those individuals it was intended to support.

Noah Wilbur
Opinion Editor

20% of consumers are willing to pay the price premium. In addition, even when consumers choose to incur the additional expense, producers receive only $50 to $100 of every $1.

Success is likeing yourself, liking what you do, and liking how you do it.”

MAYA ANGELOU

You just read | Now tweet our thoughts. | Us yours.
@TheDukeMagazine

Letter to the Editor: New Title IX Regulations

Recently, The Duke published an article notifying the campus about the implementation of Education ("DoE") Title IX regulations. The article identified questions and concerns about these regulations which this letter is intended to address.

The university responded to these new regulations by publishing TAP No. 61: Interim Policy on Title IX Sexual Harassment. Although the regulations include a new definition of sexual harassment, DoE guidelines allow the university to address context that does not meet this definition through another university policy.

The university, therefore, will continue to address context that violates university sexual harassment policies, even if it falls outside of the definition of Title IX sexual harassment. More specifically, the university will continue to address reported non-Title IX sexual misconduct through TAP 31.

Additionally, Title IX’s jurisdiction for addressing Title IX sexual harassment may include off-campus locations. More information can be found in TAP 61.

Second, there are safeguards available during a Title IX investigation under TAP 61. Supportive measures, which are intended to ensure continued access to education, are available to complainants and respondents throughout the Title IX process. Complainants may access supportive measures whether or not they choose to pursue a formal complaint. Examples include a change in class schedule or housing, mutual no-contact orders, or connection with resources.

Additionally, there are rules that must be followed throughout the Title IX process under TAP 61, such as rules regarding hearing decorum and questioning by the other party’s advisor. Finally, retaliation of any kind violates university policy and is not tolerated.

I encourage any university student who has feedback or questions about the regulations or policy to contact me directly, and to attend a webinar I am hosting on Oct. 26 about TAP 61. Members of the campus community can also visit the Title IX website, duked.edu/titleix, for more details.

Sincerely,
Lee K. Robbins
Title IX Coordinator &
Director of Sexual Misconduct
Prevention and Response
Office of Legal Affairs

STAFF EDITORIAL

Americans ditch Columbus Day for Indigenous People’s Day

The university responded to the letter is intended to address.

In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue and discovered the Americas enslaving and torturing an entire indigenous population. It doesn’t quite fit the rhyme scheme, but it does more accurately reflect the legacy of long-celebrated explorer Christopher Columbus — the namesake of Columbus Day.

This past Monday, federal offices throughout the United States closed in recognition of Columbus Day. Celebrated each year on the second Monday of October, Columbus Day was first recognized as a national holiday by FDR in 1937. In recent years, the holiday has received well-deserved pushback for celebrating a historical figure who oppressed and oppressed varioius indigenous populations.

Over the past five years especially, many U.S. cities and states have chosen to instead celebrate Indigenous People’s Day during the second week of October. This switch seeks to honor the population of people whom Columbus brutally ruled over after he accidentally happened upon the New World.

Some political figures, however, continue to support the celebration of Columbus in the U.S. by protecting his statues and monuments, as well as the federal holiday. This year, President Trump released a White House proclamation in commemoration of the holiday stating, “Sadly, in recent years, radical activists have sought to undermine Christopher Columbus’ legacy.”

Perhaps President Trump has confused the educated historians who are reminding the American people of Columbus’ verifiable actions for uninformed radical activists. The reality is, the great discoverer of the New World never even set foot on the land we now know to be the United States. So why are we so set on this man getting a national holiday? Further, the islands which he did successfully sail to, he didn’t discover, he colonized, ultimately leading the way for the colonization and gruesome oppression which occurred in the U.S.

Maintaining Columbus Day as a national holiday elevates Columbus to the level of MLK and other esteemed figures to receive an entire day dedicated to their memory each year.

Recognizing Indigenous People’s Day as a national holiday instead could represent an important step forward by the American government and people in honoring our indigenous population. The fact is, the injustices facing America’s native population have continued long beyond Columbus’ era. Still today, Native Americans have the highest poverty and unemployment rates of any demographic in the U.S. Additionally, they face grave healthcare and education disparities, holding the lowest high school graduate rate and the highest infant mortality rate.

While replacing Columbus Day with the celebration of Indigenous People’s Day would not solve the long-standing economic and social inequalities, it may help to draw attention to the more than 5 million historically mistreated Americans; not to mention how it would help end the unreasonable celebration of Christopher Columbus.
The future of independent pharmacy hangs in the balance within the U.S.

Mohammad Sajjad, staff columnist

The U.S. has been declining in independent pharmacies in the United States. If the Supreme Court in Rutledge v. Pharmaceutical Care Management Association (PCMA) Digest, the number of independent pharmacies in the U.S. has decreased by almost 1,200 stores between 2011 and 2017. While it’s difficult to speak for all pharmacies, a major source of concern are reimbursements rates from PBMs. PBMs are administrators hired on behalf of insurance companies that are responsible for determining how much money a pharmacy will receive for filling a prescription. For an independent pharmacy owner, the aim is to make a profit by receiving more money than what they purchase their drugs for. Unfortunately, there has not been much regulation when it comes to PBM practice, leading them to reimburse pharmacies at a much lower rate. This can lead to a loss of profit, which can be detrimental to independent pharmacies considering that a vast majority of their revenue comes from filling prescriptions. What is particularly frustrating is that PBMs will take money back from pharmacies weeks after a point of sale without them knowing. PBMs claim that this is to lower drug costs and any fees charged after a point of sale are based on a pharmacy’s performance, which includes how adherent their patients are to their medications. However, pharmacies still experience a loss of profit even if their patients are adherent to their medications. States have attempted to pass legislation to regulate PBM practice. For example, Arkansas passed a law in 2015 that prohibited PBMs from reimbursing pharmacies at a rate lower than what they purchase drugs for. PBMs have argued that states do not have the right to regulate business reimbursements, even if it does lead to a loss of profit, according to federal law.

This conflict has resulted in Rutledge v. Pharmaceutical Care Management Association. On Oct. 6, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments regarding the case. Within the next year, the Supreme Court will decide whether or not states have the right to regulate PBM practice. This case is crucial in determining the future of independent pharmacies in the United States. If the Supreme Court rules in favor of PBMs, independent pharmacies run the risk of being run out of business by unethical business practices. Not only will this affect pharmacy owners, but it will also affect existing and potential customers. Patients who pick up their prescriptions at independent pharmacies know that customer service and personal touch is what sets these stores apart from chain pharmacies. Oftentimes, staff at independent pharmacies know their customers by name and are able to provide a wide variety of services given their flexibility.

In addition, it’s been shown that independent pharmacies have shorter wait times than their chain counterparts. Even if patients aren’t able to come to the store to pick up their medications, independent pharmacies often offer same-day delivery, a service that has existed at many stores prior to COVID-19. While the future of independent pharmacy is still up in the air, please consider taking your business to a locally-owned pharmacy next time you need to pick up a medication. Their personal touch can make all the difference.

Amy Coney Barrett is not the replacement Americans desperately need

Alvye Kaminski, staff columnist

This year has been all too much for me. Between the pandemic and the upcoming election, I feel constantly anxious. Then a few weeks ago, one of my personal heroes, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, passed away and the GOP didn’t even let the country mourn before deciding to rush through a Supreme Court nomination. 2020 needs to relax.

Before diving into the discussion of Amy Coney Barrett, I think it is worth noting how remarkable Ginsburg was. Her work in the 1970s to fight against gender discrimination gave women freedoms that are taken for granted today, like being able to serve on a jury. Sure, it didn’t sound fun to have jury duty, but there was a time when women weren’t allowed to partake in the civil duty to determine a defendant guilty or not guilty. If you’re looking to learn more about Ginsburg, I recommend watching “RBG,” an in-depth documentary about her life. It is available on Hulu.

As we all know, President Trump nominated Amy Coney Barrett to replace Ginsburg. There’s a lot to unpack about this situation, so it’s difficult to determine where to start. Perhaps the Republican hypocrisy of confirming a judge during an election year is a good place to begin. In 2016, when Antonin Scalia died, President Obama nominated Merrick Garland to the Supreme Court. However, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell struck down the nomination, stating that a new Supreme Court justice should not be nominated during an election year.

Senator Lindsey Graham was another advocate for waiting for the new president. He said, “I want you to use my words against me. If there’s a Republican president in 2016 and a vacancy occurs in the last year of the first term, you can say Lindsey Graham said, ‘Let the next president, whoever it might be, make the nomination. And you could use my words against me, and you’d be absolutely right.”

Isn’t it crazy how America is in a situation where we can use Graham’s words against him, but the confirmation hearings for Amy Coney Barrett are happening as I write this? The 2016 GOP leaders are right — it is wrong to confirm a new judge in an election year. America picks a president every four years, and that president has the power to nominate judges — judges who serve a lifelong term. The confirmation of any judge is not a two- or four-year commitment, it lasts for generations. And if the American people are due to pick a new president, then the American people are the ones selecting the fate of the court.

Another thing that is driving me mad is Barrett’s record. While she and RBG are both highly successful women with three names, that is their only similarity. While RBG fought continuously for gender equality and reproductive freedom for women, ACB will work to take those protections away. And I’m not trying to be dramatic or fear mongering, Barrett, in 2006, wrote that she would like to see “an end to the barbaric legacy of Roe v. Wade.”

Now, you may not agree with Roe v. Wade, or maybe you do — that’s up to you to decide. But it set a precedent that gives women autonomy over their bodies, and that’s important to a lot of Americans. Most Americans are actually opposed to overturning Roe v. Wade.

Not only this, but she is against the Affordable Care Act, which is an issue relevant to college students. If ObamaCare goes away, anyone under the age of 26 will no longer be able to stay on their parents’ health insurance. I know very well that I cannot afford to pay for my own health insurance, so I am quite worried about this one.

She also sided against a Black employee who was transferred to another location through what appeared to be segregation by race.

In addition, Barrett has signaled she is in favor of more regulation of their chain competitors. Even if patients aren’t able to come to the store to pick up their medications, independent pharmacies often offer same-day delivery, a service that has existed at many stores prior to COVID-19. While the future of independent pharmacy is still up in the air, please consider taking your business to a locally-owned pharmacy next time you need to pick up a medication. Their personal touch can make all the difference.

Amy Coney Barrett is dangerous. She is an abomination to Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s legacy. And the fact that as I am writing this, she is in the process of a confirmation hearing proves that the Republicans only have one thing in mind — their own interests. Don’t be fooled by President Trump’s nomination of a woman. Just being a woman does not mean Barrett supports women’s interests.

If they cared about upholding the precedent they claimed to have set in 2016, there would be no hearing happening right now. If they cared about us, they would be working on another Covid relief bill. I reject this nomination.
Duquesne community shares lessons learned from pandemic

FEATURES

SACNAS at Duquesne dedicated to diversity, equity in STEM

Emily Amberry
staff writer

The message of diversity and inclusion is important at Duquesne, and the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Latinos and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) is no exception.

SACNAS is a national organization dedicated to inclusion, diversity and equity by fostering the success of Chicano/Hispanics and Native Americans in science in STEM.

Established in 1975, SACNAS has been working all over the nation to diversify the science work force. Now, with over 115 school and professional chapters, SACNAS’s outreach has grown, and has its own chapter at Duquesne.

SACNAS supports the undergraduate level and beyond by helping college students and professionals in attaining advanced degrees, careers and positions of leadership in STEM.

“We wanted to bring their mission of reaching true diversity into the Duquesne campus,” Sara Hernandez, president of the Duquesne chapter of SACNAS, said. “We also wanted to create a space for our members to feel supported and guided throughout their time here in Duquesne.”

The SACNAS organization emphasizes “untapped potential,” and offers opportunities, networks and connections for the Latino and Native American community to build a work force in STEM that is innovative, powerful and inclusive.

“The end goal is to encourage members to let their voice be heard, as our different backgrounds provide new perspectives and ideas that enhance our desired professional careers and our immediate environment,” Hernandez said.

SACNAS at Duquesne promotes professional and personal growth within the ethnic minorities on campus.

“My favorite thing about SACNAS is the close-knit community we have created,” Marianna Pacheco, community service chair for the Duquesne Chapter of SACNAS, said. “As students, it is comforting to have a sense of belonging on campus while being far away from home. Having a strong support system is important for your career as a student.”

To encourage professional and personal growth, SACNAS at Duquesne offers many cultural events, invites guest speakers and encourages engagement in community service with nonprofits that have similar missions as the club.

SACNAS at Duquesne has also collaborated with the Brother’s Brother organization, where the two organizations worked together to package medical supplies for disaster relief to communities in need.

In previous years, SACNAS at Duquesne has hosted a Salsa Night, where it brings in professional salsa dancers from the Pittsburgh community to teach students the basics, and then spend the rest of the night dancing with the students.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, SACNAS at Duquesne has created alternative virtual events, like the Virtual Cooking class with member and cook, Felipe Crespo, where he will be teaching the club how to make a classic Puerto Rican dish: Arroz con Gandules. The event will be held this Saturday, Oct. 17.

SACNAS at Duquesne has worked hard to support and encourage the Latino and Native American community in STEM to achieve their goals.

“SACNAS has provided me with a group of people that strive to perform their best academically and professionally, while motivating others to do their best as well. I truly hope SACNAS continues to grow on campus so everyone can have access to our resources and opportunities,” Pacheco said.

For more information about SACNAS, visit https://www.sacnas.org/
Bucco broadcaster Wehner talks baseball, life

LUKE HENNE
staff writer

John Wehner, a current broadcaster and long-tenured member of the Pittsburgh Pirates organization, has seen just about everything, but even he couldn't prepare for a season like this.

Throughout the course of the truncated 60-game regular season, all 90 Major League Baseball teams played games without spectators as a precaution against the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. The impact of no fans in the stands was certainly felt by the players, but also by Wehner and his fellow colleagues at AT&T SportsNet Pittsburgh.

"Doing the games was different. We did not get to travel for road games, but at home, you kind of got used to it," Wehner said. "The [original] crowd noise was a pretty neat factor that helped a lot, although sometimes there was cheering when there shouldn't have been. It was just difficult to not have fans and to not have contact with the players."

"During the shortened season, in an effort to speed up the duration of games, the league implemented temporary rules, such as both the American League and National League using a designated hitter, while also having a runner start each extra inning on second base."

"Wehner — as traditional as they come — was not a fan of the former of those modifications."

"I didn't like the DH. I like the strategy in the game. I was a bench player. With having a DH, you basically take away at-bats from your bench players and you don't need a bench unless someone gets hurt," he explained.

"However, Wehner ended up being more welcoming to the latter rule."

"I didn't think I'd like the runner on second in extra innings, but I thought it was interesting and pretty neat. You see a guy who staked the games," Wehner said.

"You don't play 15-, 16- or 17-inning games anymore. You're not at the ballpark for seven hours. I don't know if it'll stick around, but I liked it."

Now 53, Wehner grew up in Pittsburgh, graduating from Carrick High School, located just seven miles from PNC Park. After playing college baseball in the Big Ten at Indiana University, Wehner was drafted by the Pirates in 1988. He got the chance to play for his hometown team from 1991 to 1996, and again from 1999-2001.

The hard-nosed utility player was overjoyed by the opportunity to represent the team he grew up cheering for on a daily basis.

"I used to go down to Three Rivers Stadium often, and my dream, from the time I was little, was to play in the major leagues. To be able to sign with them, go through the minor leagues and to get that call-up was incredible," Wehner said.

His on-field career was certainly littered with unforgettable memories.

"From hitting the last home run at Three Rivers to making the final out at Three Rivers, it's all just insane to me. It's incredible that a guy from Carrick could spend so many years with one organization," he remarked. "It's not something I ever thought could happen, and it's certainly something I don't take for granted. I'm incredibly grateful."

Sandwiched in between Wehner’s two stints with the Pirates was a two-year detour (1997 and 1998) to Miami for a ride with former Pirates manager Jim Leyland and the then-Florida Marlins.

In the first of Wehner’s two years with the Marlins in ’97, the franchise won its first World Series title, defeating the Cleveland Indians in seven games.

One small step on the path to the Marlins’ victory stands out in Wehner’s mind.

“For [Tim] to give me the opportunity to come down there and be a part of that was incredible. Being the [Atlanta] Braves in a series was huge, Wehner recalled. “You don’t forget that because of what the Braves had done to the Pirates [in 1992], and there were so many former Pirates on the team.”

The impact of forever being known as a world champion has stuck with Wehner.

“To be able to be a part of winning a World Series is almost hard to explain. To be able to celebrate the fact that you’re the best team was really cool. There’s a lot of great players who have never won a World Series, so for me to say I have a World Series ring is really neat,” Wehner said.

Since 2006, Wehner has worked as a color commentator for the Pirates. As grateful as he is for his time with the franchise as a player, he may be even more grateful for the chance to be a broadcaster for the team.

“I don’t know what’s more far-fetched and ridiculous: Making it to the major leagues as a player from Carrick or being a broadcaster from Carrick. I have the bad Pittsburghese; it would only work here in Pittsburgh,” Wehner said, laughing.

Like many Pittsburghers, Wehner said he’s seen the franchise suffer through many painful seasons, while also witnessing some triumphs along the way. As a broadcaster, one September night will always be ingrained in Wehner’s mind.

“When we finally made it to the postseason again, in 2013, it was something else. I remember being with [play-by-play partner] Greg Brown,” Wehner said. “Being able to celebrate that win [at Wrigley Field against the Chicago Cubs] was incredible. It was certainly a long journey."

In part 11 seasons at the big-league level, Wehner batted 249 during the shortened season, with the Pirates in ’97, the franchise won its first World Series title, defeating the Cleveland Indians in seven games.
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Hebda: Lakers’ title cements LeBron as king of generation

JACOB HEBDA  
staff writer

The Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Miami Heat to win the 2020 NCAA championship on Oct. 11. Los Angeles finally put away the pesky Heat in Game 6 with a dominating performance.

It is the 17th championship in franchise history for the Lakers. Like every other year, this title is meaningful. This is the end goal for every organization, and it ultimately defines our perceptions of who is great and who is merely good.

For example, this win forever alters the legacy of future Hall of Famer Anthony Davis. New Head Coach Frank Vogel, predicted by many to be fired by now, proved those doubters wrong. Veterans like Dwight Howard and Rajon Rondo, who looked to be on the cusp of retirement, augmented their resumes in impressive fashion.

Even the losers are impacted for the better. Jimmy Butler proved he can play with the best. E Plannercitason's likely cemented his case for Springfield and the legend of Pat Riley grew.

But let's be honest. This title is about LeBron James. For a long time that was his career. James is an NBA champion and Finals MVP. But he might have always been the best player on the court, but he was by far the most important part of this Lakers effort.

Without LeBron, the Lakers are probably still seeking a free agent to reverse their losing ways. Vogel is still considered a decent coach, but the elite tier remains distant. Davis could be anywhere, including still stuck in New Orleans.

It was LeBron who changed the trajectory of their respective careers.

For the sake of brevity and avoidance of redundancy, I won't spend much wordage discussing the stats supporting his greatness. But given their impressive nature, they deserve some acknowledgement.

James is easily the all-time playoff points leader. He banks second in assists and sixth in rebounds.

Michael Jordan, for perspective, doesn't even crack the top ten for rebounds or assists. LeBron is sandwiched between Steph Curry and Ray Allen, often considered the two greatest shooters ever, as second on the all-time three-pointers made list.

He is the consummate basketball player. Nobody in this century has displayed the absolute skill and versatility that he has.

The elephant in the room, no doubt, is Jordan. The comparison between him and James is inherently flawed, but it is worth briefly entertaining.

The aforementioned playoff statistics show a jarring difference in James’ favor, but he has played 81 more postseason games than Jordan.

Jordan played for his original franchise during his golden years. Jordan’s Chicago Bulls won trades, drafted well and maintained a high level of consistency for an entire decade.

LeBron was drafted to a subpar Cavaliers organization and took them as far as he could, but eventually realized winning a title required him leaving town.

These comparisons are the tip of the iceberg, but what they show, if nothing else, is that it’s an imperfect comparison between him and Jordan.

And when having these kinds of conversations, there really isn’t such a thing as a perfect comparison.

Legends like Bill Russell and Wilt Chamberlain played in less talented eras. The first time Magic Johnson and Larry Bird experienced the three-point line was their rookie year. The physicality (or dirty play, whichever term you prefer) permitted during.

That’s his legacy when it’s all said and done (and that appears to be a good ways away still), chalk that up as another victory in the already illustrious career of LeBron James.

NCAA will vote in January to change NIL, transfer rules

AP — A set of proposals to permit NCAA athletes to earn money from endorsements and sponsorships deals will go up for vote in January, the last step for the association to change its rules but not the last word on how name, image and likeness compensation will work.

One year after the NCAA’s Board of Governors directed membership at each of division of the association to come up with plans to allow athletes to cash in on their fame, the Division I Council on Wednesday approved a proposal that took shape in April.

The council also approved a proposal that would permit all NCAA athletes to transfer one time without having to sit out a season of competition. Currently, football, basketball, baseball and hockey players must sit out a year after they transfer as an undergraduate. Athletes in other sports have already had access to a one-time exception.

Both proposals will go to membership for comment and feedback. barring something unforeseen, they return to the Division I Council — which has representatives from all 32 D-I conferences — for a final vote in January.

“While there has been a lot of surveying of the membership to date, getting proposals in the system has a way of sparking additional conversation and we’re hoping there will be some refinement over the next three months,” said Grace Calhoun, the athletic director at Penn and council chairwoman.

If the proposals pass, which is also likely, they would go into effect for the 2021-22 school year.

For name, image and likeness rules, though, there is still work to be done by lawmakers in Washington. The NCAA has asked for help from Congress in the form of a federal law that would set rules for NIL compensation, override a growing number of states laws that have pressured the NCAA to take action and protect the association from legal attacks.

“We have acknowledged from the early days if this that the membership of the NCAA can’t do this alone,” Calhoun said.

Lawmakers from both political parties have said they plan after the election to introduce bills related to college sports, though some are looking beyond name, image and likeness to broader reforms.

The NCAA’s proposal will allow athletes to use their names, images and likenesses to promote their own products and services or those of a third-party. An athlete could become a paid spokesperson for local business or earn money as a social media influencer.

The proposal also calls for athletes to be permitted to make money for personal appearances and autograph signings. Athletes would also be granted access to agents for “professional advice and marketing assistance.”

There are some limitations. Under the proposal, athletes are not permitted to use their school’s logos or marks. Schools are prohibited from being involved in any deals made by athletes.

The NCAA would like to use a third-party vendor as a clearinghouse for athletes to disclose any personal business deals and determine fair-market value. Calhoun said the NCAA has made requests for proposals to several firms to manage an NIL clearinghouse.

Other action by the Division I Council included:

— Extending eligibility for winter sport athletes fil in all an extra year because of disruptions to their seasons caused by COVID-19. That decision falls in line with similar ones made in April for spring sport athletes who had much of their seasons wiped out at the start of the pandemic and for fall sport athletes who season’s have been delayed or altered because of COVID-19.

— Approving a recommendation by the football oversight committee to waive bowl eligibility requirements for this season.

— Introduced legislation for the allocation of championship resources.

— Supported the expansion of the men’s and women’s basketball selection committees.
Off-campus fall activities provide students a "patch" of fun

**CAPRI SCARCELLI**

**ake editor**

E njoying the fall season is still achievable, even during a pandemic. Various off-campus activities are available in the Pittsburgh area that are safe, fun and welcoming to college students who are trying to find a sense of normalcy, despite restrictions set with the coronavirus.

To enjoy the crisp autumn air and to find a change of scenery, Duquesne students have ventured to Soergel’s Orchards in Wexford, which is 20 minutes away from campus.

According to their website, Soergel’s traditional fall festival has been modified to accommodate CDC guidelines, leaving the pumpkin patch, farmer’s market and apple picking open to customers looking to take home some farm-fresh goods; not to mention, taking fall-festive pictures while they’re at it. Attendance is limited and masks are required, but this trip could mean socially-distanced fun with friends.

Sophomore nursing major Cecelia Stroemple said she appreciated being able to go off campus and enjoy “a beautiful fall day with friends.”

“We went through a corn maze and picked some pumpkins afterward from the field, then we went to buy some apple cider and treats,” Stroemple said. “Overall a great experience where we could still socially distance ourselves from other people.”

According to Stroemple, students who “want to do something different” should consider getting away from the stress of school to “relax and enjoy the outdoors with close friends.”

Soergel’s, for one, offers just that. Though weather-dependent, Soergel’s farm is open 12-5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 10-5:30 p.m. Saturday to Sunday.

Along with this, Phipps Conservatory in Oakland has opened their fall flower show, “The Poetry of Nature,” to the public. For a discounted $17.95 admission, students can walk through the autumn-themed exhibits that show off a vibrant array of gardens.

Employees ensure regular sanitization and regulated attendance to prohibit the spread of germs. Specific policies regarding mask-wearing and social-distancing can be found on their website: www.phippsconservatory.org.

According to Phipps’ website, this exhibition is open for three weeks only – from Oct. 10 to Nov. 1.

Tickets are available for online purchase to limit foot traffic, with visitation welcomed from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily.

However, if you’re looking for a relaxed, inexpensive day, Schenley Park is right next door to Phipps in Oakland. Schenley has various trails and walkways that lead to beautiful fall foliage, which could call for a perfect fall picnic date.

Frick Park in Squirrel Hill also offers an escape from city life and a quick glimpse of nature, perfect for bike-riding.

Healthy Bike Ride Sharing Stations are available throughout the Pittsburgh area, where students can rent a bike for an allotted amount of time and drop it off at a station closest to their destination. Prices will fluctuate depending on the amount of time it is being rented for at a rate of $2 per 30 minutes of riding.

You could make a pit-stop at Blue Slide Park, the namesake of late hip-hop/rap artist Mac Miller’s hit single, in a picturesque playground.

After a nice walk in the park, Squirrel Hill has various cultural restaurants on Forbes Ave. for a quick bite to eat.

Where does the fun end? The last week of October into the first week of November, the North Side is hosting Pittsburgh’s Monster Pumpkins Festival, including all sorts of pumpkin-related treats, a pumpkin pie eating contest, pumpkin sculptures and more, according to “Visit Pittsburgh.”

With October in full-spring, off-campus autumn activities are endless.

Make the most of the fall season by remembering to be safe and to keep those around you safe.

---Capri Scarcelli
**Multiplayer game Among Us tests perception and patience**

**KELSEY BURNTNER & KELLEN STEPLER**
layout editor & editor in chief

With the current state of the world, many people are looking for ways to pass the time indoors while still staying connected with friends. As a result, online multiplayer gaming is on the rise. One such game that has skyrocketed in popularity over the last month is Among Us. Among Us is a multiplayer game consisting of four to ten players, released initially in 2018. One to three players are randomly selected to be “impostors,” while the rest play as “crewmates.” The game takes place on one of three maps: a spaceship, known as The Skeld, a headquarters building known as Mira HQ, or a planet base known as Polus.

The objective of the game is simple: As a crewmate, the player must complete tasks throughout the map while the impostor has to kill off the members of the crew until the number of impostors present in the game outnumber the number of crewmates.

This game tests a player’s deduction as well as their deception, as an important aspect of the game is determining who the impostor is, and then to vote them out of the game. When a body is discovered or someone is suspected of being the impostor, a player can call a meeting in the group chat to discuss who the group should ultimately vote out as the impostor. If they vote correctly and the impostor or impostors are ejected, the game ends, and the crew wins. If not, the round continues.

Despite being released in 2018, it wasn’t until this summer that the game launched into popularity. While popular in the United States, the game has also grown in Mexico, Brazil and South Korea. Quarantine contributed to the boost in interest to the game — with the New York Times writing an article, “With Nowhere to Go, Teens Flock to Among Us.”

The game was downloaded nearly 42 million times on Steam in the first half of September, and nearly 84 million times on iOS and Android. Among Us is also incredibly accessible to users across different platforms, adding to its overall popularity. The game can be played on Windows, iOS and Android devices.

This cross-compatibility allows gamers to play with others regardless of the device they are using, and on top of this, mobile versions are free to download while the PC version is only five dollars.

This multiplayer online game has allowed for connections to be formed and strengthened even in the midst of a global pandemic. Many players have used Among Us as a way to stay connected. “In the games that I’ve played, I have gotten to meet some really awesome people,” said Victoria Kapfer, sophomore English Education major. “It has definitely also served as a distraction from COVID-19 and transported me into a world where I can stay as long as I want. All in all, it’s just mindless fun that people can get a good laugh out of all while turning the world around them off for a few minutes.”

Among Us and other similar multiplayer games serve as an escape and a way to pass the time indoors without feeling isolated. Staying connected is more important than ever, and thanks to Among Us, people are able to still enjoy a shared experience with friends in a safe, virtual space.

---

Virtual Humanities Festival kicks off important conversation

**KATIA FAROUN**
features editor

In March, the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust had its presenters all lined up for the year’s humanities festival — unknown to them, seven months ahead of schedule.

Now in October, the Pittsburgh Humanities Festival is finally taking place, free to viewers and all online. The festival brings together internationally-renowned academics and artists to host intimate conversations on important topics — or “smart talk about stuff that matters.”

Previously scheduled for March 2020 and postponed due to the pandemic, the festival began hosting events at the start of October that deal with topics such as healthcare, incarceration, technology and art.

Dubbed Pittsburgh Humanities Festival @ Home, the free, month-long event is a virtual reboot of the “Core Conversations” event planned originally for the spring. The festival is put on by both the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust and the Humanities Center at Carnegie Mellon University, and has been a part of the Cultural Trust for the past five years.

Events so far have discussed life sentences, BIPOC representation in dance and speaking up about sensitive topics in a news-saturated time.

Robert Wideman, a returning citizen who spent 44 years in prison, discussed the challenges he’s faced while reintegrating into society. Pittsburgh dancer Staycee Pearl opened a conversation on the experiences of being a Black woman in the dance industry, and a panel including Abby Rickin-Marks, an education activist, and Zion Ross, a member of the Pittsburgh Public Schools Superintendent’s Student Advisory council, talked about equity, diversity and inclusion and the challenges faced by teens when discussing these passions.

Each of the festival’s events feature a live Q&A, offering viewers a chance to contribute to the conversations. The events are livestreamed on Cultural Trust’s Facebook and YouTube pages.

The Pittsburgh Humanities Festival has two more events scheduled:

- “Everyone Wants to Get to Heaven but Nobody Wants to Die”
  Jonathan D. Moreno
  Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.
  Moreno was deemed “the most quietly interesting bioethicist of our time” by the American Journal of Bioethics.

- Public Open Call: Don’t Google This — Offline Curiosity in an Online World
  Boaz Frankel
  Oct. 23 at 7 p.m.
  The Public Open Call provides those interested in being a part of the festival the chance to present alongside the rest of the speakers. Frankel, a filmmaker, writer and talk show host who recently moved to Pittsburgh, will be discussing humanity’s natural curiosity and how it changes from an online to an offline setting.

With the creation of Google and the access to information quite literally at the world’s fingertips, Frankel will analyze the science behind curiosity and what happens when individuals decide to pursue it without the help of the Internet. Visit the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust’s website to access the links to each event. Registration is not required.
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